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Editorial policy
Financial History Review, published by Cambridge University Press on behalf of the European Association for Banking and Financial History e.V., is committed to high international standards. Scholarly and junior scholars doing research on banking, financial and monetary history are invited to submit papers on any subject. Interdisciplinary and regional articles are welcome. The Review normally seeks to avoid a broad approach in publishing research findings within this growing international field. Articles can address banking, financial and monetary history from different perspectives, including theoretically inspired approaches, advanced empirical analysis, and the interactions between history, finance, policy, culture and society. The Review particularly encourages submissions from young scholars.

Articles should normally be of 8,000 words including footnotes, tables and any graph or other illustrative material. A graph or diagram at 450 dpi is desired, others in 300 dpi.

The journal is edited in English and contributions should be submitted in that language. Authors whose native language is other than English are encouraged to prepare material in English for a professional native standard for a preliminary review.

Preparation of manuscripts
1. Authors should be double spaced throughout on A4 (i.e., 210 x 297 mm) and 11-point or 10-point serif typefaces. Authors may include diagrams at the end of the manuscript. Footnotes should appear in the journal at the bottom of each printed page. Footnotes should ideally be concerned with matters of source citation. Substantive footnotes, involving commentary or argument, should be avoided, such material being more properly contained within the body of the text. If a substantive commentary, on a matter that cannot be incorporated within the body of the text, it should form an appendix to the article. Authors are encouraged to double space into sub-sections designated by Roman numerals, centered on the page. Sub-headings within an article should be avoided.

2. Tables, graphs and figures should be submitted on separate pages and grouped together in a section at the end of the manuscript. Please number tables and figures consecutively with Arabic numerals, e.g. Table 1, Figure 2. Authors should follow accepted national styles, always giving an extended version for the first document cited from a source, e.g.

3. Contributors should follow neatly the necessary conventions, set out below, when listing the final versions of their articles. Copy-editing is in order and some errors may arise, and so a contribution, the Editors reserve the right to return a contribution accepted for publication solely on the ground that it does not follow the conventions.

4. Spelling: British spelling is preferred, using -s or -se in words with alternative -s/-se. However, American spelling will be accepted.

5. Foreign words or phrases in an English sentence should be underlined (for italics), except for proper names, or quotations or words in common phrases.

6. Quotations: The punctuation, capitalisation and spelling of the original source. Within the body of the text of an article, a quotations should be (in words) should be indented from the left hand margin by 5 or 6 spaces. The Editor reserves the right to return a contribution accepted for publication solely on the ground that it does not follow the conventions.

7. Nouns: should follow accepted national styles, always giving an extended version for the first document cited from a source, e.g.

8. References should be included in the body of the text in abbreviated form and within parenthesis, i.e.

9. Tables, graphs, and figures should be submitted on separate pages and grouped together in a section at the end of the manuscript. Please number tables and figures consecutively with Arabic numerals, e.g. Table 1, Figure 2. Authors should follow accepted national styles, always giving an extended version for the first document cited from a source, e.g.

10. Typographical or factual errors only may be changed at proof stage. The publisher reserves the right to charge authors for correction of non-typographical errors only.
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